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Abstract
We develop the structure theory for transformations of weakly geometric rough paths of bounded
1 < p-variation and their controlled paths. Our approach differs from existing approaches as it does not
rely on smooth approximations. We derive an explicit combinatorial expression for the rough path lift
of a controlled path, and use it to obtain fundamental identities such as the associativity of the rough
integral, the adjunction between pushforwards and pullbacks, and a change of variables formula for rough
differential equations (RDEs). As applications we define rough paths, rough integration and RDEs on
manifolds, extending the results of [ ] to the case of arbitrary p.
MSC classes: 60L20
Introduction
The theory of rough paths and the fundamental ideas that underlie it are now well established, with a
vast number of applications in areas as diverse as stochastic and numerical analysis, machine learning
and stochastic partial differential equations. Martin Hairer’s celebrated work on regularity structures,
for example, can be regarded as a far-reaching generalisation that is inspired by some of the fundamental
ideas underlying rough path theory (and indeed rough paths can be identified with a special case of the
theory). The basic theory is now somewhat classical and several approaches have been developed to
obtain (and in some cases significantly extend) its core results [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]. In these approaches, the core results are usually either developed explicitly for the
case 2 ≤ p < 3 or follow from properties inherited by approximation arguments from the corresponding
properties of the lifts of smooth paths.
In this paper we use algebraic and combinatorial methods to explore the basic structure underlying
transformations of rough paths of arbitrary roughness under sufficiently regular maps. Our approach
allows us to work directly with weakly geometric rough paths and leads to a clean separation of analysis
and algebra, yielding explicit combinatorial descriptions of the resulting objects. The structure theory
for geometric rough paths is usually deduced from the corresponding properties of the (lifts of) smooth
paths by taking closures in a suitable rough path metric. In finite dimensions, this means that identities
for geometric rough paths readily extend to the weakly geometric setting. However, this extension is
predicated on the close relation of weakly geometric and geometric rough paths established by Friz and
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Victoir [ ] for paths with values in finite-dimensional spaces. It is presently not clear if a similar
relation holds in infinite dimensions. Similarly, the smooth approximation arguments are not available
when studying more general branched rough paths. Although the combinatorics is, at times, quite
complex, we have made it a priority to state all results in a clear, coordinate-free manner, without
resorting to the coordinate notation that is used in the proofs.
Another goal of this paper is to unify Lyons’s original approach and Gubinelli’s “linearised” version
[ ] which deals with controlled rough paths, or controlled paths as we call them here, to avoid
ambiguity. This is widely considered to be the most general and modern approach to rough path theory.
Many fundamental results, such as the definition and convergence of controlled-rough integrals, are not
present in the literature, stated in this setting. The fact that we work with controlled paths provides
further motivation to avoid smooth approximation: controlled paths are only indirectly defined in terms
of their reference rough path, and a smooth approximation of the rough path does not automatically
yield one of the controlled path.
In [ ] the authors derive, without using smooth approximation arguments, the basic structure
theory for weakly geometric p−rough paths for the case 2 ≤ p < 3, leading to an explicit characterisation of
rough paths constrained to an embedded submanifold of Rd. In this paper we generalise these results to
weakly geometric rough paths of arbitrary roughness. Even though our results are proved in the finite-
dimensional setting thanks to the use of bases, the statements themselves are stated in a coordinate
free manner and preserve their meaning when dropping the finite-dimensional assumption. We therefore
expect that with some care they may be generalised to the infinite-dimensional setting, and hope that
they will inform future work on branched rough paths. Generalising the arguments from the 2 ≤ p < 3 case
is a non-trivial challenge, as identities and proofs become significantly more combinatorial in nature. As
applications we develop the theory of weakly geometric rough paths on manifolds, their controlled paths,
and the associated integration theory and rough differential equations (RDEs). For arbitrary p-rough
paths the combinatorial identities corresponding to key structural properties of rough paths such as the
functoriality of pushforwards are complex and difficult to obtain directly. Fortunately, analogous results
for controlled paths are more readily obtained exploiting their more linear structure. Consequently, we
first establish identities for controlled paths and then deduce the results for full rough paths. It is a
well-known fact going back to [ ] that a controlled path can in principle be lifted to a full rough
path. An explicit construction for the case 2 ≤ p < 3 can for example be found in [ ]. For the general
lift of a controlled rough path in the branched case Gubinelli has obtained an inductive formula [ ,
Remark 8.7]. Unfortunately, the case 2 ≤ p < 3 is not very representative for the construction of the
lift and the description of the lifted rough path in [ ] is not very explicit. In this paper we give
an closed-form description of the lift for general p. The result may be regarded as a generalisation of
the construction of the rough integral carried out in [ ]. However, our result does not require any
of the symmetries of the one-form integrands, and instead uses a combinatorial property of the ordered
shuffle. In addition, generalising an argument from [ ], we are able show that a controlled rough
path defined with respect to a weakly geometric rough path lifts again to a weakly geometric path.
The paper is structured as follows: in we introduce algebraic preliminaries and notations,
in particular the shuffle and ordered shuffle products, and associated lemmata that will be integral to
our constructions. In we recall the basic notion of weakly geometric and controlled paths and
proceed to construct the lift of a controlled path for general p. Underlying the proof is a generalisation of
an argument in [ ] that gave a similar result for Lip-γ 1-forms, but avoids the use of symmetries
not present in general Gubinelli derivatives. The construction of the lift for general p has considerable
combinatorial complexity but enables us to define pushforwards of rough paths using controlled paths.
In order to study the properties of those pushforwards we define a change of reference rough path for
a controlled rough path and study its structure. The machinery developed for controlled rough paths
allows us in to establish the fundamental properties of pushforwards of p−rough paths.
In particular, we prove the functorial property of the pushfowards. In we demonstrate
the associativity of the rough integral, i.e. the rigorous formulation of the heuristic statement that “we
can substitute differentials”. establishes a pushforward-pullback adjunction of controlled
paths and their reference rough paths under the rough integral pairing. Finally, combining these results
in we obtain a change of variable result for the solutions of rough differential equations
(RDEs). All proofs separate algebra and analysis, in that they do not require approximation by lifts
of smooth paths. In we study applications to rough paths on manifolds. The structure of
pushforwards of rough path gives rise to a natural notion of rough paths on manifolds defined locally
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using the chart functions (c.f. [ ]). The change of variable result for RDEs in motivates
a definition of RDEs on manifolds. We clarify some of the relations of the intrinsic rough paths considered
in this paper with existing notions of rough paths that have been obtained in different geometric settings.
The interplay between controlled paths and the change of their reference path allows us to describe a
natural class of controlled paths with respect to a rough path on a manifold. We define the rough integral
for a suitable class of integrands controlled by a rough path on a manifold, and give meaning to an RDE
driven by a manifold-valued rough path, with solution valued in a second manifold. In we
show how our definitions directly extend those of [ ] in the extrinsic framework.
1 The shuffle and tensor bialgebras
We begin with a concise review of bialgebras defined on tensor algebras, for which we refer to [ ,
Chapter I] [ , Chapter 2]. Given n1, . . . , nm ∈ N (which may be 0) we define Sh(n1, . . . , nm) to be
the subset of the permutation group Sn1+...+nm of (n1, . . . , nm)-shuffles, i.e. permutations σ with the
property that
σ(n1 + . . . + ni−1 + 1) < σ(n1 + . . . + ni−1 + 2) < . . . < σ(n1 + . . . + ni) (1)
for i = 1, . . . ,m (with n0 ∶= 0). We will additionally call σ an (n1, . . . , nm)-ordered shuffle if
σ(n1) ≤ σ(n1 + n2) ≤ . . . ≤ σ(n1 + . . . + nm) (2)
and we denote the set of these with Sh(n1, . . . , nm). If ni = 0 for some i we have Sh(n1, . . . , nm) =
Sh(n1, . . . , n̂i, . . . , nm), Sh(n1, . . . , nm) = Sh(n1, . . . , n̂i, . . . , nm) (with ̂ denoting omission).
In this paper the letters U,V,W, . . . will always be finite-dimensional R-vector spaces. Given such a
vector space V , a permutation σ ∈ Sn induces a linear isomorphism
σ∗∶V ⊗n → V ⊗n, v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn ↦ vσ(1) ⊗⋯⊗ vσ(n). (3)
If {ei}i∈I is a basis of V we may write a ∈ V ⊗n uniquely as a(i1,...,in)ei1 ⊗⋯⊗ ein =∶ aiei where there is a
sum on the ordered n-tuple of basis indices i ∶= (i1, . . . , in) (following the Einstein convention), and
σ∗(a) = aieσ∗i = aσ−1∗ jej
where
ρ∗i ∶= (iρ(1), . . . , iρ(n)) for ρ ∈ Sn. (4)
We let I● ∶= ⋃n∈N In be the set of I-valued tuples; this includes the empty tuple (), and we use I●∗ to
denote the set of all such non-empty tuples. We will sometimes identify a tuple (k1, . . . , kn) with the
corresponding tensor ek1 ⊗⋯⊗ ekn according to the chosen basis. Note that σ−1∗ i is the tuple obtained
by “permuting i according to σ”, e.g. if
σ = (1 2 3 4 5
1 3 5 2 4
) ∈ Sh(3,2), σ−1 = (1 2 3 4 5





∗ (i1, i2, i3, i4, i5) = (i1, i4, i2, i5, i3).
Note that the composition rule (both for tensors and tuples) is
(σ ○ ρ)∗ = ρ∗σ∗. (5)
Indeed, denoting wk ∶= vσ(k) we have
(σ ○ ρ)∗(v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn) = vσ(ρ(1)) ⊗⋯⊗ vσ(ρ(n))
= wρ(1) ⊗⋯⊗wρ(n)
= ρ∗(w1 ⊗⋯⊗wn)
= ρ∗σ∗(v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn).
For a tuple i = (i1, . . . , in) we will denote ∣i∣ ∶= n its length, and given two tuples i, j we write ij for their
concatenation. We will denote T (V ) ∶=⊕∞n=0 V ⊗n and for a ∈ T (V ), with an its projection onto V ⊗n; this
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has a distinct meaning to the notation ai for tuples i ∈ I●, explained above. When we are considering the
tensor products of the dual V ∗ of a vector space V , or more generally the space of linear maps L(V,W )
from V to another vector space W , we will replace superscripts with subscripts and vice-versa.
We denote by (T (V ),⊗,∆✁) the tensor bialgebra of V , i.e. the product is given by the ordinary
tensor product, which in coordinates reads






and the shuffle coproduct is defined on elementary tensors (and extended linearly) as
∆✁∶T (V )→ T (V ) ⊠ T (V )
v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn ↦ ∑
k=0,...,n
σ∈Sh(k,n−k)
(vσ(1) ⊗⋯⊗ vσ(k)) ⊠ (vσ(k+1) ⊗⋯⊗ vσ(n)). (7)
Here use the symbol ⊠ to denote external tensor product, reserving ⊗ for the algebra product. In









where i denotes the index of the first ⊠-factor and j that of the second. In order to give a precise meaning
to Sh(i, j) we must introduce multiset notation. Recall that a multiset is like a set (in that the order of its
elements is not taken into account), but with the difference that the same element may appear more than
once; we will denote multisets with double braces, e.g. {{1,2,2,2,3,3}}. If A and B are multisets we write
A ⊆ B if each element of A belongs to B counted with its multiplicity, e.g. {{2,2,3,3}} ⊆ {{1,2,2,2,3,3}}
but {{1,1,2,2,3,3}} /⊆ {{1,2,2,2,3,3}}, and A = B is defined to mean A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A. With this in
mind, we are defining
Sh(i, j) ∶= {{σ−1∗ (ij) ∣ σ ∈ Sh(∣i∣, ∣j∣)}}. (9)
This means that the tuple k appears as many times as there are σ’s with the property that k = σ−1∗ (ij).
Similar multisets will be defined without explicit mention from now on.
The bialgebra that is graded dual to (T (V ),⊗,∆✁) is given by (T (V ∗),✁,∆⊗). Note that we are
using the notion of graded duality for bialgebras (see [ , §1.5]), which is different to ordinary duality:
in a nutshell, this just means that we are taking the dual of each (finite-dimensional) direct summand
and that the product (coproduct) in one bialgebra is the dual to the product (coproduct) in the other;
“dual” here makes sense because products and coproducts respect the grading. This allows us to avoid
considering formal series of tensors, which are unnecessary when considering rough paths without their
full signatures, and retain most of the usual properties of duality. ✁ =∆∗✁ is the shuffle product given by
✁∶T (V ∗) ⊠ T (V ∗)→ T (V ∗),
(v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn) ⊠ (vn+1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn+m)↦ ∑
σ∈Sh(n,m)
v
σ−1(1) ⊗⋯⊗ vσ−1(n+m) (10)
which in coordinates (using subscripts, since we are working in V ∗) reads







Note that with this notation (i, j) ∈ Sh−1(k) ⇔ k ∈ Sh(ij); in particular i or j may be empty. The
coproduct ∆⊗ = ⊗∗ is the deconcatenation coproduct given by
∆⊗∶T (V ∗)→ T (V ∗) ⊠ T (V ∗)
v
1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn ↦ n∑
k=0
(v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vk) ⊠ (vk+1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn) (12)
or in coordinates (∆⊗a)i,j = aij . (13)
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Recall that in every bialgebra with coproduct ∆ we may define its reduced coproduct ∆̃a ∶=∆a−a⊠1−1⊠a,
which is also coassociative. Also recall that in a coalgebra (C,∆) (for us C will always be a tensor algebra)
the (reduced) coproduct can be iterated, as coassociativity guarantees that ∆m∶C → C⊠m has a unique
meaning (note that under this convention ∆2 = ∆, ∆1 ∶= ✶C , ∆0 ∶= 1R). Since the above bialgebras are
graded and connected the reduced (iterated) coproduct factors as
∆̃m = π⊠m≥1 ○∆m (14)
where π≥1∶T (V )↠⊕n≥1 V ⊗n is the projection onto tensor products of positive order.
We may define the ordered shuffle coproduct ∆✁ and the ordered shuffle product ✁ by requiring
shuffles in and to be ordered. This does not, in fact, define a real (co)product, because ✁ fails
to be associative: indeed, it satisfies the alternative relation
a✁(b✁c) = (a✁b + b✁a)✁c.
This property makes (T (V ),✁) a Zinbiel algebra [ ]. Whenever we iterate ✁ or ∆✁ we will be











(∆✁a(1)) ⊠ a(2) ⊠⋯⊠ a(m−1).
(15)
This guarantees that the coordinate expression provided for the unordered shuffle carries over to the
ordered case, with Sh instead of Sh, e.g.
(∆̃m
✁












Here the square bracket has binary value depending on the truth value of the proposition it contains,
and is present because the coproduct is reduced; the set of permutations over which the sum is taken is
given by ordered shuffles, reflecting the fact that we are dealing with the ordered shuffle coproduct.
Before proceeding, we take a moment to motivate our interest in shuffles and ordered shuffles, although
this will become much clearer in . While it is well-known that the former are used to express











the role of ordered shuffles in the study of iterated integrals of paths is less appreciated. One way to
motivate their significance is as follows: let Y be the solution to the ODE
dY = V (Y )dX = V (Y )Ẋdt.
with X V -valued and Y W -valued. We fix bases on both vector spaces and use Greek indices for V and
Latin ones forW - this will be the convention later on as well. Substituting formal Euler expansions, and
defining V kγ (y) ∶= Vγ1⋯V kγn(y) for a tuple γ = (γ1,⋯, γn), with the product denoting iterated composition
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of vector fields (i.e. Vγf(y) ∶= ∂kf(y)V kγ (y) for a function f of y)
∫
s<u1<...<um<t




































































In other words, ordered shuffles index the sum involved in the expression of the iterated integrals of Y in
terms of those of X. The relevance of ordered shuffles in the similar cases of linear RDEs and Lip(γ − 1)
functions was observed in [ , p.72-75].
We will now prove a few results that will be used in . These will be stated in terms of tuples
(although they are essentially statements about shuffles), so they can be readily deployed when dealing
with rough paths. Unshuffling and concatenating satisfy the following commutativity relation:
T (V ) T (V )⊠m









The following lemma can be viewed as the counterpart to this statement in the context of ordered shuffles.
Since it is essentially combinatorial in nature, we will state it in terms of tuples. Recall that I●∗ denotes
the set of all I-valued tuples of any positive order.
Lemma 1.1. Let k1, . . . ,km ∈ I●∗. The following identity of multisets holds:
{{(i, j) ∈ I● × I● ∣ ij ∈ Sh(k1, . . . ,km)}}
= {{(i, j) ∈ I● × I● ∣ j ∈ Sh(jl+1, . . . , jm);
i ∈ Sh(Sh(i1, . . . , il),Sh(il+1, . . . , im));




h = kh and ∣jh∣ ≥ 1, for h ≥ l + 1;
with l = 0, . . . ,m}}.
(18)
The following picture is meant to illustrate the idea of the statement: the horizontal lines represent






Note that we are taking into account multiplicities in the multiset k ∈ Sh(k1, . . . ,km), i.e. if the
same tuple k belongs twice to Sh(k1, . . . ,km), then any pair (i, j) such that ij = k appears twice in
the multiset; an analogous remark holds for the right hand side and for all similarly defined multisets.
Sh(Sh(i1, . . . , il),Sh(il+1, . . . , im)) here stands for
{{i ∈ Sh(a,b) ∣ a ∈ Sh(i1, . . . , il), b ∈ Sh(il+1, . . . , im)}},
the multiset of tuples obtained by shuffling i1, . . . , im, the first l with order. When l = 0 or m this
reduces respectively to Sh(Sh(i1, . . . , im)) = Sh(i1, . . . , im), Sh(Sh(i1, . . . , im)) = Sh(i1, . . . , im), since
the only possible way of shuffling a single is to leave it unchanged. The proof of this lemma is most easily
understood when going through its steps with reference to the example that immediately follows it.
Proof of . Let A(k1, . . . ,km) denote the first multiset defined above and B(k1, . . . ,km) the
second. For tuples ℓ1, . . . , ℓn and 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n define ℓa∶b ∶= ℓa . . . ℓb ∈ I● (juxtaposition) and for a
tuple ℓ and 1 < c ≤ d ≤ ∣ℓ∣ ℓc∶d ∶= (ℓc, . . . , ℓd), and let (i, j) ∈ A(k1, . . . ,km). This means there exists
σ ∈ Sh(∣k1∣, . . . , ∣km∣) with ij = σ−1∗ k1∶m. Let
l ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ∣i∣ < σ(∣k1∣)
m if j = ()
s.t. σ(∣k1∶l∣) ≤ ∣i∣ < σ(∣k1∶l+1∣) otherwise




h ∶= kh, σ(∣k1∶h−1∣ + ∣ih∣) ≤ ∣i∣ < σ(∣k1∶h−1∣ + ∣ih∣ + 1) (19)
where ∣ih∣ (and hence ih) is unique since σ is a shuffle. Now, it cannot be the case that for h ≥ l+1 we have∣ih∣ = ∣kh∣, for this would violate the definition of l: this implies ∣jh∣ ≥ 1. Moreover, we have i = σ−1∗ i1∶m
and j = σ−1∗ jl+1∶m, where we are defining the right hand sides using the same expression as before ,
but by considering the numberings on i1∶m, jl+1∶m to be those inherited as subtuples of k1∶m: this is
because ih occupies the segment of k1∶m numbered with [∣k1∶h−1∣ + 1, ∣k1∶h−1∣ + ∣ih∣], all of which σ maps
into [1, ∣i∣], by and again by the shuffle property of σ; similarly, jh occupies the segment numbered[∣k1∶h−1∣+ ∣ih∣+ 1, ∣k1∶h∣] which gets mapped above ∣i∣. By construction σ (once domains are renumbered)
shuffles i1∶l and jl+1∶m with order, since these are the tuples that contain the kh∣kh ∣’s, and i
l+1,m without
order. If ρ ∈ Sh(n1, . . . , nm) and S ⊆ {1, . . . , n1 + . . . +nm}, ρ∣S is still a shuffle, with the additional order
constraints on those (n1 + . . . + nq)’s that belong to S: therefore, we have that j ∈ Sh(jl+1, . . . , jm) and
i ∈ Sh(Sh(i1, . . . , il),Sh(il+1, . . . , im)). This shows A(k1, . . . ,km) ⊆ B(k1, . . . ,km).
Conversely, let (i, j) ∈ B(k1, . . . ,km), with l, ih, jh as in . ij is obtained by an ordered shuffle
of k1, . . . ,km: that the order of each kh, h ≤ l is preserved is immediate since ih = kh; that the order of
each kh, h > l is preserved is a consequence of the fact that the order of ih is preserved, that the order of
jh is preserved, and that i comes before j in the juxtaposition ij; that the shuffle of the kh’s is ordered
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is a consequence of the fact that the shuffles of i1, . . . , il and jl+1, . . . , jl+1 are ordered. This shows
B(k1, . . . ,km) ⊆ A(k1, . . . ,km); also note that in both inclusions multiplicities are indeed counted, since
the correspondence between the underlying permutation in A(k1, . . . ,km) and the pair of underlying
permutations in B(k1, . . . ,km) is bijective.
Example 1.2. We illustrate the idea behind this lemma with an example. Let
m = 4; ∣k1∣ = 2, ∣k2∣ = 3, ∣k3∣ = 4, ∣k4∣ = 4
σ = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13



















(i, j) ∈ A(k1,k2,k3,k4)
where we have coloured in red the terminal elements of the kh’s (and recall that it is necessary to
renumber k1k2k3k4 from 1 to 13 before applying , and then change the numbering back) and we have
(i, j) ∈ B(k1,k2,k3,k4) with l = 2;
i
1 = (k11, k12), i2 = (k21, k22, k23), i3 = (k31), i4 = (k41, k42);
j
1 = (k32, k33, k34), j2 = (k43, k44)
since kh = ih for h = 1,2, kh = ihjh for h = 3,4, and
j ∈ Sh(j1, j2); i ∈ Sh(a,b)
with a ∶= (k21, k11, k22, k12, k23) ∈ Sh(i1, i2)
b ∶= (k41, k42, k31) ∈ Sh(i3, i4)
Note that neither of the two Sh’s above can be replaced with Sh.
The reduced version of this would involve restricting it to non-empty tuples k1, . . . ,km; we
will need the dual of this statement. We will use the notation ((i1, . . . , il), (il+1, . . . , im)) ∈ (Sh−1,Sh−1)(Sh−1(i))
as a shorthand for (i1, . . . , il) ∈ Sh−1(a), (il+1, . . . , im) ∈ Sh−1(b) ∶ (a,b) ∈ Sh−1(i), and m is fixed.
Corollary 1.3. For I-valued tuples i, j the following identity of multisets holds:
{{(k1, . . . ,km) ∈ Sh−1(ij) ∣ ∣k1∣, . . . , ∣km∣ ≥ 1}}
={{(k1, . . . ,km) ∈ (I●∗)m ∣ (jl+1, . . . , jm) ∈ Sh−1(j);
((i1, . . . , il), (il+1, . . . , im)) ∈ (Sh−1,Sh−1)(Sh−1(i));
k
h = ih, h ≤ l; kh = ihjh, ∣jh∣ ≥ 1, h ≥ l + 1;
l = 0, . . . ,m}}.
(20)
Proof of . Let C(i, j) denote the first multiset above and D(i, j) the second, and recall
the names A(k1, . . . ,km), B(k1, . . . ,km) for the sets of . We then have (taking into account
multiplicities)
(k1, . . . ,km) ∈ C(i, j) ⇐⇒ (i, j) ∈ A(k1, . . . ,km)
⇐⇒ (i, j) ∈ B(k1, . . . ,km)
⇐⇒ (k1, . . . ,km) ∈D(i, j)
thus concluding the proof.
Next we discuss another combinatorial relation involving ordered and unordered shuffles; similarly to
the earlier lemma, we provide a diagram and an example (unrelated to each other) to help explain the
idea. ⊔ will denote disjoint union of multisets, e.g. if the same tuple appears in sets corresponding to
two different σ’s it should be counted twice.
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Lemma 1.4. Let n ∶= n1 + . . . + nm, nl ∶= n1 + . . . + nl for l = 1, . . . ,m, and k1, . . . ,kn ∈ I●∗. We have
Sh(Sh(k1, . . . ,kn1), . . . ,Sh(knm−1+1, . . . ,kn))
= ⊔
π∈Sh(n1,...,nm)






Proof of . Let Nl ∶= ∣knl−1+1∣+ . . .+∣knl ∣ for l = 1, . . . ,m, and N l ∶= N1+ . . .+Nl for l = 1, . . . ,m,
and N ∶= Nm. We have
Sh(Sh(k1, . . . ,kn1), . . . ,Sh(knm−1+1, . . . ,kn))
={{σ−1∗ (h1 . . .hm) ∣ σ ∈ Sh(N1, . . . ,Nm);
h
l ∈ Sh(knl−1+1, . . . ,knl), l = 1, . . . ,m}}
={{σ−1∗ (h1 . . .hm) ∣ σ ∈ Sh(N1, . . . ,Nm);
h
l = ρ−1l∗ (knl−1+1 . . .knl);
ρl ∈ Sh(∣knl−1+1∣, . . . , ∣knl ∣), l = 1, . . . ,m}}.
Now, denoting (ρ1, . . . , ρm) the element of SN which acts on {N l−1 + 1, . . . ,N l} with ρl, we continue the
chain of identities
={{σ−1∗ (ρ1, . . . , ρm)−1∗ (k1 . . .knm) ∣ σ ∈ Sh(N1, . . . ,Nm);
ρl ∈ Sh(∣knl−1+1∣, . . . , ∣knl ∣), l = 1, . . . ,m}}
={{(σ ○ (ρ1, . . . , ρm))−1∗ (k1 . . .knm) ∣ σ ∈ Sh(N1, . . . ,Nm);
ρl ∈ Sh(∣knl−1+1∣, . . . , ∣knl ∣), l = 1, . . . ,m}}
since (ρ−11 , . . . , ρ−1m ) = (ρ1, . . . , ρm)−1 and thanks to the composition rule . Let π denote the restriction
of σ ○ (ρ1, . . . , ρm) to the set
T ∶= {t1, . . . , tn}, tl ∶= ∣k1∣ + . . . + ∣kl∣.
Since the kh’s are all non-empty, T is a subset of {1, . . . ,N} of cardinality n, so after renumbering it
we can consider π as an element of Sn. Now, since ρl is an ordered shuffle, it preserves the ordering of
{∣knl−1+1∣, . . . , ∣knl−1+1∣+. . .+∣knl ∣}, and since σ is a shuffle it preserves the ordering {ρl(∣knl−1+1∣), . . . , ρl(∣knl ∣)} ⊆{N l−1 + 1, . . . ,N l}. These two facts imply π ∈ Sh(n1, . . . , nm), and we have
{σ ○ (ρ1, . . . , ρm) ∣ ρl ∈ Sh(∣knl−1+1∣, . . . , ∣knl ∣), l = 1, . . . ,m}
= {τ ∈ Sh(∣k1∣, . . . , ∣kn∣) ∣ τ(tπ−1(1)) < . . . < τ(tπ−1(n))}
=∶ Shπ(∣k1∣, . . . , ∣kn∣)
since any τ ∈ Sh(∣k1∣, . . . , ∣kn∣) with τ(tπ−1(1)) < . . . < τ(tπ−1(n)) for some π ∈ Sn factors uniquely as
σ ○(ρ1, . . . , ρm) with σ acting on T with π: this is evident from the fact that each ρl acts on the segment[N l−1+1,N l] and σ acts on the whole segment [1,N] but without altering the order in each [N l−1+1,N l].
This implies
{σ ○ (ρ1, . . . , ρm) ∣ σ ∈ Sh(N1, . . . ,Nm);
ρl ∈ Sh(∣knl−1+1∣, . . . , ∣knl ∣), l = 1, . . . ,m}
= ⊔
π∈Sh(n1,...,nm)
Shπ(∣k1∣, . . . , ∣kn∣)
because as σ ranges over Sh(N1, . . . ,Nm) all Sh(n1, . . . , nm) ∋ π’s are obtained, and the Shπ’s are mutually
disjoint since the ordered shuffle relations imposed by different π’s are mutually exclusive. Since
Sh(kπ−1(1), . . . ,kπ−1(n)) = {{τ−1∗ (k1 . . .kn) ∣ τ ∈ Shπ(∣k1∣, . . . , ∣kn∣)}}
the proof is concluded.
Example 1.5. We illustrate the idea behind this lemma with an example. Let
n1 = 2, n2 = 1; ∣k1∣ = 3, ∣k2∣ = 2, ∣k3∣ = 3 (22)
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and with the notations of the proof let
ρ1 = (1 2 3 4 51 3 4 2 5) ∈ Sh(3,2), ρ2 = (1 2 31 2 3) ∈ Sh(3),
⇒ (ρ1, ρ2) = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81 3 4 2 5 6 7 8)
σ = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 3 6 7 8 1 4 5
) ∈ Sh(5,3)
⇒ τ ∶= σ ○ (ρ1, ρ2) = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 82 6 7 3 8 1 4 5) ∈ Shπ(3,2,3)
with π = (1 2 3
2 3 1
) ∈ Sh(2,1)
because the restriction of σ ○ (ρ1, ρ2) to {∣k1∣, ∣k1 + k2∣, ∣k1 + k2 + k3∣} is (3 5 87 8 5), which coincides with π
after renumbering domain and codomain. Also note how, given τ and the numbers one can recover
σ, ρ1, ρ2: first obtain ρ1, ρ2 considering how τ orders the segments [1,5], [6,8] (and renumbering) and
σ = τ ○ (ρ1, . . . , ρm). We therefore have, writing terminal elements in red
(σ ○ (ρ1, ρ2))−1∗ (k1k2k3) = (k31, k11, k21, k32, k33, k12, k13, k22)
∈ Sh(Sh(k1,k2),Sh(k3))
∈ Sh(k3,k1,k2) = Sh(kπ−1(1),kπ−1(2),kπ−1(3))
which can also be written as
(k31, k11, k21, k32, k33, k12, k13, k22) = η−1∗ (k3,k1,k2) ∈ Sh(k3,k1,k2)
with η = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 4 5 2 6 7 3 8
) ∈ Sh(3,3,2).
We primarily use in the two cases n1 = . . . = nm = 1 with m arbitrary, and m = 2 with
n1, n2 arbitrary; the former admits the following concise reformulation. Given a vector space W , let ⊙





π∗∶W⊗m ↠W⊙m, w1 ⊗⋯⊗wm ↦ w1 ⊙⋯⊙wm (23)
denote the symmetrisation map. When referring to the external tensor product we will replace the
symbol ⊙ with ⊡.





















for non-empty tuples k1, . . . ,km. Indeed, we have

































To prove the claim in coordinates we must show the identity of sets
⊔
π∈Sm
Sh(kπ(1), . . . ,kπ(m)) = Sh(k1, . . . ,km)
for tuples k1, . . . ,km of positive order. This is precisely with n1 = . . . = nm = 1, since
Sh(n1, . . . , nm) = Sm and we may replace π−1 with π.
2 Weakly geometric rough paths
We denote TN(V ) the vector subspace of T (V ) given by all tensors of degree ≤ N , and super/subscripts
of ≤ N , ≥M denote truncations of the algebra to tensors of the degrees expressed (e.g. for a ∈ T (V ) to
belong to TN(V ) it means that an = 0 for n > N , or equivalently a = a≤N ). We will similarly use [M,N]
as a super/subscript to denote tensors of degrees n with M ≤ n ≤ N . A control on [0, T ] is a continuous
function ω defined on the simplex ∆T ∶= {(s, t) ∈ [0, T ]2 ∣ s ≤ t}, s.t. ω(t, t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ T and is
superadditive, i.e. ω(s, u) + ω(u, t) ≤ ω(s, t) for 0 ≤ s ≤ u ≤ t ≤ T .
Definition 2.1 (Weakly geometric rough path). Let T > 0, p ≥ 1 and ω be a control on [0, T ]. A
p-weakly geometric rough path X controlled by ω, defined on [0, T ] and with values in V may be defined
as a continuous map
X ∶∆T → T ⌊p⌋(V ) (25)
with X0 = 1 and satisfying the following properties, which we first present in coordinate-free form and




ω(s, t)n/p < ∞, or sup0≤s<t≤T
∣Xkst∣
ω(s, t)∣k∣/p < ∞ for n = ∣k∣ = 1, . . . ⌊p⌋;






ut for ∣k∣ ≤ ⌊p⌋ and 0 ≤ s ≤ u ≤ t ≤ T ;




st for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T .
Let C pω([0, T ], V ) denote the set of all such maps.
In the following we will refer to such objects as “rough paths”, dropping the “weakly geometric”,
since these are the only rough paths that we will be considering in this paper. We will sometimes refer
to the third property above as geometricity, since it distinguishes weakly geometric rough paths among
the more general branched rough paths, which we do not treat here. We will always denote rough paths
in bold. The last condition is usually stated by saying that X takes values in the group G⌊p⌋(V ), defined
in [ , Definition 2.9]. We will denote X ∶=X1 the trace of X: when equipped with an initial value
X0 (which will often be provided) this is an element of Cpω([0, T ], V ) defined as the set of continuous




ω(s, t)1/p < ∞. (26)
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It is sufficient to define X to take values in T ⌊p⌋(V ), as [ , Theorem 2.2.1] shows that there exists a









where (πn)n is any sequence of partitions on [s, t] with vanishing step size as n→∞.
The following proposition states that the symmetric part of a weakly geometric rough path is entirely
determined by its trace. Given ℓ ∈ L(TN(V ), U) (L denotes the space of linear maps) and a ∈ T (V ) we
will denote ⟨ℓ, a⟩ = ℓ(a) the evaluation of ℓ on a. We will always identify L(R, U) = U by setting ℓ↦ ℓ(1).
Proposition 2.2. For X ∈ C pω([0, T ], V ) we have n!⊙nXnst =X⊗nst .
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 0,1 there is nothing to prove. For the inductive step we
will need the following fact: each π ∈ Sn+1 can be expressed uniquely as σ ○ ρ with ρ in the stabiliser of
n + 1 (a subgroup of Sn+1 isomorphic to Sn) and σ ∈ Sh(n,1): indeed, if m ∶= π(n + 1) we may set
σ(k) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
k 1 ≤ k ≤m − 1
k + 1 m ≤ k ≤ n
m k = n + 1
ρ(k) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
π(k) 1 ≤ π(k) ≤m − 1
π(k) − 1 m ≤ π(k) ≤ n
n + 1 k = n + 1
.
Uniqueness follows from a counting argument, since there are n! choices for ρ and n + 1 for σ. We then
compute





















where we have used the geometricity axiom and the inductive hypothesis.
We proceed to define the objects that can be regarded as dual to rough paths, original to [ ].
In what follows we will write ≈m between two real-valued quantities dependent on 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T to mean
that their difference lies in O(ω(s, t)m/p) as t ↘ s, and simply ≈ to mean ≈⌊p⌋+1. We will frequently use
the following properties, which are trivial to check:
ast ≈m bst ≈n cst ⇒ ast ≈n∧m cst
ast ≈m bst, cst ≈n 0⇒ astcst ≈m+n bstcst (28)
from which we deduce more generally
ast ≈m1 bst, ast, bst ≈n1 0, cst ≈m2 dst, cst, dst ≈n2 0
⇒ astcst ≈m1+n2 bstcst ≈m2+n1 bstdst
⇒ astcst ≈(m1+n2)∧(m2+n1) bstdst.
(29)
If a continuous map X̃ ∶∆T → T ⌊p⌋(V ) satisfies the regularity and integration by parts conditions, and
satisfies the multiplicativity condition with a “≈” replacing the “=” (almost multiplicative), it defines a
rough path by [ , Theorem 3.3.1], by taking the limit (w.r.t. X̃), and this rough path X is
unique with the property that X̃st ≈ Xst. The following lemma tells us that this is also true if the
integration by parts condition only holds with an ≈ (almost geometric). In light of this, we will break
with the literature in defining an almost rough path as an X̃ that satisfies the regularity condition in
and is almost multiplicative and almost geometric.
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Proposition 2.3 (Almost rough paths). Let X̃ be a V -valued almost p-rough path. Then there exists a
unique p-rough path X with the property that Xst ≈ X̃st.
Proof. We use that the shuffle algebra is free abelian over the Lyndon words [ , Theorem 6.1] to
define an intermediate X: set Xh ∶= X̃h if h is a Lyndon word with ∣h∣ ≤ ⌊p⌋, and for a tuple k with∣k∣ < ⌊p⌋ expressed (uniquely up to order of factors) as ∑λ cλk1λ✁⋯✁knλλ with the kjλ’s (not necessarily










cλ⟨k1λ✁⋯✁ knλλ , X̃⟩ = X̃k
since X̃ is almost geometric. X is then ≈ X̃, it satisfies integration by parts (exactly) by construction











µ✁⋯✁ jmµµ ✁ j1ν ✁⋯✁ jnνν ,X⟩ = ⟨i✁ j,X⟩
and is still almost multiplicative since
X













Existence of X then follows immediately by applying the above-referenced result to X and uniqueness
follows from the fact that if X ′ is a second p-rough path satisfying the statement of this proposition,
then we have X ′ ≈ X̃ ≈X ⇒ X ′ =X again by the same result.
Definition 2.4. Let X be as above and U another vector space. An U -valued X-controlled path H is
an element of Cpω([0, T ],L(T ⌊p⌋−1(V ), U)) (where ω is the control for X) s.t. for n = 0, . . . , ⌊p⌋ − 2 and
each a ∈ V ⊗n ⟨Hn;t, a⟩ ≈⌊p⌋−n ⟨H[n,⌊p⌋−1];s,X≤⌊p⌋−1−nst ⊗ a⟩. (30)
Here Hn denotes the n-th level of H. Denote DX(U) the vector space of all U -valued X-controlled
paths.
We will always denote controlled paths with an overline. The maps Hn ∶= H ∣V ⊗n are known as the
Gubinelli derivatives of H and H ∶= H0 ∈ U is called the trace of H (note the discrepancy with rough
paths: for these the trace is the order-1 component). Note that the defining condition only involves










st, 0 ≤ ∣β∣ ≤ ⌊p⌋ − 2. (31)
Here the superscript k refers to the value of H in U (and will often be omitted when unnecessary), and
the sum is not only on the length ∣α∣ of the tuple α, but on the tuple itself. For the branched version of
this definition, see [ ].
An important case is when U = L(V,W ) for another vector space W : by the tensor-hom adjunction
we then have





We will use angle brackets and coordinate notation for linear maps accordingly, i.e. the last slot in a
bracket or in a tuple will refer to the copy of V in the target space of the original linear map. We will
call controlled paths valued in L(V,W ) W -valued controlled integrands, and we may rewrite as












st, 1 ≤ ∣β∣ ≤ ⌊p⌋ − 1. (34)
The next example contains a very important example of controlled path.
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Example 2.5 (Smooth functions of X). Let F ∈ C∞(V,U), then
t↦ (F (Xt),DF (Xt), . . . ,D⌊p⌋−1F (Xt)) ∈ L(T ⌊p⌋−1(V ), U) (35)
is an X-controlled path, which we denote F (X). Indeed, denoting by ∂γF the order-∣γ∣ partial derivative
of F in the directions of the chosen basis determined by the tuple γ, we have, for 0 ≤ ∣β∣ ≤ ⌊p⌋ − 2
F (Xt)β − ⌊p⌋−1−∣β∣∑
∣α∣=0
F (Xs)(α,β)Xαst
= ∂βF (Xt) − ⌊p⌋−1−∣β∣∑
∣α∣=0
∂α,βF (Xs)Xαst






where we have used together with the symmetry of higher differentials and Taylor’s
approximation. Note that the symmetry of Gubinelli derivatives is a special feature of this kind of
controlled path, and cannot be expected to hold in general. When U = L(V,W ) we shall call F an
W -valued 1-form, and we adopt the convention
⟨F (X), v1 ⊗⋯⊗ vn+1⟩ =DnF (X)(v1, . . . , vn)(vn+1) ∈W
or in coordinates F (X)α,β = ∂αFβ(X).
The next lemma is necessary for the definition of rough integral.
Lemma 2.6. Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ], V ) and H ∈ DX(L(V,W )). Define, for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
Ξst ∶= ⟨Hs,X≥1st ⟩ ∈W (36)
where the evaluation is taken under the identification . Then Ξ is almost additive: for all 0 ≤ s ≤ u ≤
t ≤ T
Ξst −Ξsu −Ξut ≈ 0 (37)






















































HdX ∶ [0, T ]→W (38)
to be the unique path I ∈ Cω([0, T ],W ) with the property that Ist ≈ Ξst, which exists by [ , Theorem





for a sequence of partitions (πn)n with vanishing step size. We can make ∫ HdX into an X-controlled
path by defining, for 1 ≤ n ≤ ⌊p⌋ − 1
(∫ HdX)
n
∶=Hn−1 ∈ L(V ⊗n−1,L(V,W )) = L(V ⊗n,W ).
Note the presence of the bar above the integral sign, which emphasises membership to DX(W ).
An X-controlled path can be made into a rough path in its own right. We use as a blueprint for
the following definition, where we truncate at the correct order to avoid infinite sums.
Definition 2.8 (Lift of a controlled path). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ], V ), H ∈ DX(U). Define ↿XH ∶∆T →
T ⌊p⌋(U) (notice the partial arrow notation to indicate almost multiplicativity & geometricity) by
(↿XH)0st ∶= 1, (↿XH)1st ∶=Hst (39)
and for 2 ≤m ≤ ⌊p⌋




⟨Hn1;s ⊠⋯⊠Hnm;s, (∆̃✁X)n1,...,nmst ⟩. (40)
As it is shown in below, [ , Theorem 3.3.1] applies to this functional, and given any






defines an element of C pω([0, T ], U), which we call the lift of H to rough path w.r.t. X.
Note how it was necessary to distinguish the case m = 1 above: this is due to the fact that we do not
have the ⌊p⌋th Gubinelli derivative, and therefore would only be accurate at order ⌊p⌋ (though in all
explicit cases presented here these are known, and is applicable for m = 1 too; an example where
the case distinction is essential would be with F only (⌊p⌋ − 1)-times differentiable).
can be written dually as
(↿XH)mst = ⟨H✁m≥1;s,Xst⟩ = ∑
n1,...,nm≥1
n∶=n1+...+nm≤⌊p⌋
⟨Hn1s ✁⋯✁Hnms ,Xnst⟩ (42)
and in coordinates as








In explicit calculations we will use ↿XH, for which we have a combinatorial expression, as a proxy for
the true lift ↑XH.
The next result is one of the main theorems in this article. It can be compared with [ , Theorem
4.6], which applies to the special case of integrals of Lip(γ) forms, covered in below. Their
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proof makes use of the symmetry of Lip(γ) forms, while the lemma below does not require it. Since some








{(γ1, . . . ,γm) ∈ (I●∗)m ∣ ∣γ1∣ + . . . + ∣γm∣ ≤ ⌊p⌋}
(44)








where m is intended as fixed.
Theorem 2.9. ↿XH is an almost rough path. Therefore the limit taken in exists and defines a
U-valued p-weakly geometric rough path, controlled by ω on [0, T ], with trace H.




For ∣k∣ = 0 this is trivial and for ∣k∣ = 1 it coincides with the statement that H is a path. For ∣k∣ = 2











































































































































where we have used in the second-last identity and multiplicativity of X in the last. The
case of m ∶= ∣k∣ ≥ 3 (which presupposes ⌊p⌋ ≥ 3) is handled similarly, but has to be distinguished from the













































































































































We proceed with the proof of geometricity. Again using we have
(↿XH)ist(↿XH)jst
≈ ∑
∣α1 ∣,...,∣αm ∣,∣β1 ∣,...,∣βn ∣≥1







∣α1 ∣,...,∣αm ∣,∣β1 ∣,...,∣βn ∣≥1
























where we have used (with m = 2) in the second last identity. We may therefore apply
to conclude the proof.
This construction immediately yields a couple of important examples of rough path:
Example 2.10 (Pushforward of rough paths). Let X, F be as in . We denote
F∗X ∶=↑XF (X) (46)
and call it the pushforward of X through F . This is a rough path with trace F (X).
Example 2.11 (Rough integrals as rough paths). LetX,H be as in . We denote ∫ HdX ∶=↑X
∫ HdX.
We can use these notions to reinterpret the following well-known fact about weakly geometric rough
paths. Notice how, in particular, this implies that the rough integral of an exact 1-form is entirely
determined by its trace. (Incidentally, arbitrary 1-forms do not require the whole rough path for the
integral to be defined either, just the terms (⊙n−1 ⊗ ✶)Xn for n = 1, . . . , ⌊p⌋.)
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Proposition 2.12 (Change of variable formula). Let X be as above, F ∈ C∞(V,W ), then the following
identity
F (X) = F (X0) + ∫ DF (X)dX (47)
holds in DX(W ). Therefore, the corresponding identity in C pω([0, T ],W ) holds as well:
F∗X = F (X0) +∫ DF (X)dX (48)
where in both cases the constant F (X0) is only added to the trace of the integral.
Proof. For the trace we have, by Taylor’s formula and











and therefore [ , Theorem 3.3.1] implies F (X)0t = ∫ t0 DF (X)dX. The other claims follow trivially.
Remark 2.13. A similar formula would hold for more general controlled paths, i.e.
H =H0 + ∫ H ′dX (49)
(together with its rough path counterpart, given by passing to the ↑X on both sides), provided that we
have a ⌊p⌋-th Gubinelli derivative, needed to define the controlled integrand H ′.
We would now like to show that a path controlled by the lift of a controlled path is controlled by the
original rough path in a canonical fashion.
Definition 2.14 (Change of controlling rough path). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ], V ), H ∈ DX(U), S another
vector space, H ∶=↑XH and K ∈ DH(S). We then define
(K ∗H)n ∶= n∑
m=1
Km ○H⊠m ○ ∆̃m✁ ∣V ⊗n (50)
which for n = 0 reduces to (K ∗H)0 ∶=K. In coordinates this means








γ1⋯Hkmγm , ∣γ∣ ≥ 1 (51)
and (K ∗H)c() =Kc.
In below we show that this defines a controlled path. The next example features a
case in which the reduced ordered shuffle coproduct can be replaced with its unordered counterpart; this
however is not the general case.
Example 2.15. Let X,H,H,K be as above, with K ∶= F (H) for F ∈ C∞(U,S). Then, since Km is
symmetric we may rewrite by using the unordered shuffle coproduct: by






F (H) ○H⊠m ○ ∆̃m✁ ∣V ⊗n , n ≥ 1 (52)
or in coordinates







c(H)Hk1γ1⋯Hkmγm , ∣γ∣ ≥ 1 (53)
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When H is also given by a smooth function this is known as the Faà di Bruno formula for the higher
derivatives of a composition of functions








We will denote the X-controlled path F (H) ∗ H ∶= F∗H ∈ DX(S) and call it the pushforward of H
through F . Note how this is distinct from F (H) ∈ DH(S), and note how F∗X = F (X) where X denotes
the controlled path X with zero Gubinelli derivatives. An easy application of shows the
following change of variable formula for controlled paths:
F∗H = (F (H0) + ∫ DF (H)d(↑XH)) ∗H. (55)
Proposition 2.16. The map K ∗H ∈ L(T ⌊p⌋−1(V ), S) of is an element of DX(S).























































where ξ0 ∶= Kcj;s, ηl0 ∶= Hjlβl;s, and ξ1, ηl1 are given by the right hand sides of and (with δ ∶= βl)
respectively; the ≈⌊p⌋−∣β∣ in the last line above holds since ∣j∣, ∣βl∣ ≤ ∣β∣ and the ǫl’s are not all zero. We
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as needed. The second-last identity above is given by . The proof of for (K ∗H)0 =K
is a much simplified version of the proof above.
Another application of the change of controlling path construction is a Leibniz rule for controlled
paths.
Definition 2.17 (Leibniz rule for controlled paths). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ], V ), Ui be vector spaces for
i = 1,2,3, H ∈ DX(L(U1, U2)), K ∈ DX(L(U2, U3)). Define (K ⋅H)0 ∶=K ○H and for n = 1, . . . , ⌊p⌋ − 1
(K ⋅H)n ∶= × ○ (K ⊠H) ○∆✁ (58)
where ×∶L(U2, U3) ⊠L(U1, U2)→ L(U1, U3) is ordinary composition of linear maps.
In coordinates











Here we are using the notation (h
l
) to denote indices in spaces of linear maps, the upper index referring
to the codomain and the lower to the domain; this allows us to use the Einstein convention on such
superscripts. When the domain coincides with V (i.e. it is a controlled integrand) we will often place it




γ =Hk(γ,δ), as done previously. The presence of the unreduced ∆✁ in the
previous definition might seem strange at first, but it is easily justified as follows:
Proposition 2.18. K ⋅H defines an element of DX(L(U1, U3)) which coincides with ×(K,H)∗ (K,H).
In particular, if H = A(X), K = B(X) for smooth functions A,B then
H ⋅K = A(⋅)B(⋅)(X) (60)
with A(⋅)B(⋅) denoting the function x↦ A(x)B(x).
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Proof. We apply with the function × and the controlled path (K,H) ∈ DX(L(U2, U3) ⊕L(U1, U2)). Denoting by (h⋅ ) coordinates for the second direct summand and with ( ⋅k) those for the first,
we have
×(ij)(κ, η) = η(il)κ(lj)
∂(h
p
) ×(ij) (κ, η) = δihκ(pj), ∂(q
k









) ×(ij) (κ, η)
and all other derivatives vanish. Therefore












The factor 1/2! is not present in the sum, since each non-vanishing second derivative is counted twice,
as emphasised above. This expression coincides with . The last statement holds since A(⋅)B(⋅) =×(A,B).
Next we define a notion of pullback for controlled integrands.
Definition 2.19. Let X be as above, F ∈ C∞(V,W ), H ∈ DF∗X(L(W,U)). Let
F
∗
H ∶= (H ∗ F (X)) ⋅DF (X) ∈ DX(L(V,U)). (61)
We will not need the coordinate expression of the pullback of a controlled path, although it can still be
derived as done in other cases. The next proposition reassures us of the compatibility and associativity
of some of the operations defined up to now.
Proposition 2.20. 1. Let X,H,H,K be as in , then
↑X(K ∗H) =↑HK ∈ C pω([0, T ], S). (62)
In particular lifting commutes with pushforwards
F∗(↑XH) =↑X(F∗H) (63)
and furthermore F∗(G∗X) = (F ○G)∗X for appropriately valued smooth functions F,G;
2. (J ∗K) ∗H =∶ J ∗K ∗H ∶= J ∗ (K ∗H) for appropriately valued controlled paths H,K,J , and in
particular F∗G∗H = (F ○G)∗H for appropriately valued smooth functions F,G;
3. (J ⋅K)∗H = (J ∗H) ⋅(K∗H) for appropriately valued controlled paths H,K,J ; in particular, taking
J = A(H), K = B(H) we have (A(⋅)B(⋅))∗H = A∗H ⋅B∗H;
4. (J ⋅K) ⋅H =∶ J ⋅K ⋅H ∶= J ⋅ (K ⋅H) for appropriately valued controlled paths H,K,J ;
5. F ∗(G∗H) = (G ○ F )∗H for appropriately valued smooth maps F,G.


































and the statement follows by [ , Theorem 3.3.1]. As for the second statement
F∗(↑XH) =↑HF (H) =↑X(F (H) ∗H) =↑X(F∗H)
and
F∗(G∗X) = F∗(↑XG(X)) =↑X(F∗G(X)) =↑X(F∗G∗X) =↑X((F ○G)∗X)
(where X is the X-controlled path with trace X and zero Gubinelli derivatives) and the conclusion is
implied by 2. below.
The proof of 2. is straightforward (with the second claim deduced from the Faà di Bruno formula
).
As for 3., we have



































= (J ∗H) ⋅ (K ∗H)
where the second last identity follows from (with m = 2).
As for 4., it is easy to show, using associativity of composition and of ∆✁, that both sides coincide
with ×3 ○ (J ⊠K ⊠H) ○∆3✁ where ×3 denotes composition of three linear maps.





H = (G∗H ∗ F (X)) ⋅DF (X)
= (((H ∗G(F (X))) ⋅DG(F (X))) ∗ F (X)) ⋅DF (X)
= (H ∗G(F (X)) ∗ F (X)) ⋅ (DG(F (X)) ∗ F (X)) ⋅DF (X)
= ((H ∗G ○ F (X)) ⋅D(G ○ F )(X)
= (G ○ F )∗H.
Here, we have used the previous points 2., 3. and 4. in the proposition, as well as the fact that
G(F (X)) ∗ F (X) = G∗F (X) = G∗F∗X = (G ○ F )∗X = G ○ F (X)
and similarly that
(DG(F (X)) ∗ F (X)) ⋅DF (X) =DG ○ F (X) ⋅DF (X)
=DG ○ F (⋅)DF (⋅)(X)
=D(G ○ F )(X)
where we have used .
In the next theorem we prove the property, well-known in both ordinary and stochastic calculus, which
allows to “substitute the differential”. This will be especially convenient when manipulating RDEs. We
have only introduced the theory necessary to handle weakly geometric rough paths, and the theorem is
therefore stated in this context, but one can expect this type of result to also hold true in other settings,
such as Itô calculus and branched rough paths.
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Theorem 2.21 (Associativity of the rough integral). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ], V ), H ∈ DX(L(V,W )), I ∶=∫ HdX, I and I respectively the canonical controlled and rough paths above I, K ∈ DI(L(W,U)). Then
(∫ KdI) ∗ I = ∫ (K ∗ I) ⋅HdX (64)
and therefore
∫ KdI = ∫ (K ∗ I) ⋅HdX. (65)
Proof. In this proof we will denote, for a tuple γ, γ ⋅ its last entry and γ− the tuple obtained by removing
γ ⋅, so γ = (γ−, γ ⋅). Moreover, we will interchangeably use the two indexing notations for controlled
integrands, e.g. H
k
γ =H(kγ⋅)γ− . For ∣γ∣ ≥ 1 we then have
(∫ (K ∗ I) ⋅HdX)
c
γ
= ((K ∗ I) ⋅H)cγ
= ∑
(α,β)∈Sh−1(γ−)








































At the trace level, we have, through a similar argument
















As for the statement at the level of rough paths, we have
∫ KdI = Õ×××I∫ KdI
= Õ×××X[(∫ KdI) ∗ I]
= Õ×××X[∫ (K ∗ I) ⋅HdX]
= ∫ (K ∗ I) ⋅HdX
where we have used 1. in and the previous statement.
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The next result, for which geometricity is essential, tells us that F∗ and F
∗ behave as adjoint oper-
ators under the rough integral pairing. Its proof is an immediate consequence of and
.
Theorem 2.22 (Pushforward-pullback adjunction). Let X,H,F be as above, then
(∫ HdF∗X) ∗ F (X) = ∫ F ∗HdX (66)
and therefore
∫ HdF∗X = ∫ F ∗HdX. (67)
Next we move on to the topic of rough differential equations (RDEs). We will introduce two equivalent
notions of solution to an RDE. Given a field of linear maps F ∈ C∞(W,L(V,W )) and a smooth map
g ∈ C∞(W,U) we define, for y ∈W




g(y) ∶= F (η ↦ Fn−1g(η))∣η=y ∈ L(V,L(V ⊗n−1, U)) = L(V ⊗n, U). (69)
In coordinates we denote
Fγg
c(y) ∶= Fg(y)cγ = ∂kg(y)F kγ (y) ⇒ Fng(y)c(γ1,...,γn) = Fγ1⋯Fγngc(y).
We will also use the compact notation Fγg
c(y) for the latter.
Remark 2.23. Note that Fγ1⋯Fγngc(y) can be read right to left as well as left to right, i.e. it is equal to
Fγ1⋯Fγn−1(Fγngc)(y) for n ≥ 2. This can be seen by induction on n (with the quantifier ∀g inside the




where in the second identity we have used the inductive hypothesis.
Definition 2.24 (Davie solution to an RDE). Let F ∈ C∞(W,L(V,W )). A solution to the RDE
dY = F (Y )dX, Y0 = y0 (70)
is a path Y ∈ C([0, T ],W ) starting at y0 with the property that for all g ∈ C∞(W ).
g(Y )st ≈ ⌊p⌋∑
n=1
⟨Fng(Ys),Xnst⟩. (71)
Proposition 2.25 (Gubinelli solution to an RDE). Let Y be a solution to . Then
Y ∶= (Y,F (Y ) = F✶(Y ), . . . , F ⌊p⌋−1✶(Y )) ∈ DX(W ) (72)
and moreover
Y = y0 + ∫ F∗Y dX. (73)
Conversely, if an X-controlled controlled path satisfying the above identity, its trace satisfies .
In order to prove this proposition we will make use of the following
Lemma 2.26. The X-controlled path Y has the form if and only if Y n = (F∗Y )n−1 for n ≥ 1.
Moreover, in this case ((Fg)∗Y )n−1 = Fng(Y ), n ≥ 1
with g as above.
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Proof. If we prove (Fg)∗(Y,F (Y ), . . . , F ⌊p⌋−1✶(Y ))n−1 = Fng(Y )
we will have shown both the second statement and the “only if” part of the first (just choose g = ✶). In









Note that this is not a closed form formula for Fng, since iterated compositions of the vector fields Fγ


































Now, for n = ∣γ∣ ≥ 1 we have




where we have used and .
We now show the “if” implication of the first statement. Namely, we need to show that if Y ∈ DX(W )
has the property that Y n = (F∗Y )n−1 for n = 1, . . . , ⌊p⌋ then Y n = Fn✶(Y ). We show this by induction














where we have used and the inductive hypothesis.
Proof of . Let Y be a Davie solution to the RDE. Taking g in to be ✶, F, . . . , F ⌊p⌋−2✶
proves that Y defined in is indeed an element of DX(W ). By we then have F∗Y =(F (Y ), . . . , F ⌊p⌋✶(Y )) and by
∫ t
s
F∗Y dX ≈ ⟨(F∗Y )s,X≥1st ⟩ ≈ Yst
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again by the Davie definition. Since both the left and right hand sides are increments of paths, we
conclude by [ , Theorem 3.3.1] that identity must hold. Therefore, since Y0 = y0, holds at the
trace level, and for n ≥ 1
(y0 + ∫ F∗Y dX)
n
= (F∗Y )n−1 = Y n.
Conversely, assume that there exists some Y ∈ DX(W ) s.t. holds: this implies that for m ≥ 0
(F∗Y )m = (y0 + ∫ F∗Y dX)
m+1
= Y m+1
and therefore by Y must have the form . Finally, Y0 = y0 and for g ∈ C∞(W ) and
Y ∶=↑XY





(Dg(Y ) ∗ Y ) ⋅ (F (Y ) ∗ Y )dX
= ∫ t
s
(Dg(Y ) ⋅ F (Y )) ∗ Y dX
= ∫ t
s







where we have used , and . This concludes the proof.
The above proposition tells us that once we have the solution in the sense of we can
obtain an X-controlled path, and thus by a rough path. If we want to emphasise the
existence of these superstructures we will write
dY = F (Y )dX and dY = F (Y )dX, Y0 = y0 (75)
i.e. Y ∶=↑XY . Notice that the initial condition only involves the trace.
The next result will be instrumental in defining RDEs on manifolds in a coordinate-invariant manner.
Theorem 2.27 (Change of variable formula for RDE solutions). Let X, F,Y be as above, g ∈ C∞(W,U).
Then (Y , g∗Y ) jointly solve the RDE
d(Y
Z
) = ( F (Y )
Dg(Y )F (Y ))dX. (76)
In particular, if g is invertible, Defining C∞(U,L(V,U)) ∋ Fg(z) ∶= Dg(g−1(Z))F (g−1(Z)), g∗Y coin-
cides with the rough path solution to
dZ = Fg(Z)dX. (77)
Proof. Using , and we have
d(g∗Y ) = y0 +∫ Dg(Y )dY
= y0 +∫ Dg∗Y ⋅ F∗Y dX
= y0 +∫ (Dg(⋅)F (⋅))∗Y dX.
This proves the first claim; as for the second, we continue
d(g∗Y ) = ∫ (Dg(⋅)F (⋅))∗Y dX
= ∫ (Dg(g−1(⋅))F (g−1(⋅)))∗g∗Y dX
where we have again used . This concludes the proof.
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The following theorem is proved in [ , Corollary 2.17, Theorem 4.2] in the case of 2 ≤ p < 3 and
the proof carries over to the general case:
Theorem 2.28 (Local existence and uniqueness). Precisely one of the following two possibility holds
w.r.t.
1. A solution on [0, T ] exists;
2. There exists an S ≤ T and a solution on [0, S), with Y[0,S) not contained in any compact set of Re.
Moreover, in either case, the solution is unique on the interval on which it is defined.
Example 2.29 (Non-autonomous RDEs). We can define RDEs that also depend on the driving signal,
by “doubling the variables” i.e.
dY = F (Y,X)dX def⇐⇒ d(X
Y
) = ( ✶
F (Y,X))dX. (78)
This will be important when defining RDEs on manifolds, driven by a manifold-valued rough path.
3 Weakly geometric rough paths on manifolds
In this section we show how our algebraic framework for weakly geometric rough paths can be deployed to
transfer the theory to the manifold setting. In this section M will be a smooth m-dimensional manifold
and TM its tangent bundle. The following definition is similar in spirit to the the one provided in [ ].
Definition 3.1 (Manifold-valued rough path). Given a smooth atlas {ϕ∶Aϕ → Rm}ϕ ofM , anM -valued
p-weakly geometric rough path controlled by ω on [0, T ], X ∈ C pω([0, T ],M), consists of a collection of
rough paths ϕX ∣[aϕ,bϕ] ∈ C pω([aϕ, bϕ],Rm) for all possible collections of intervals [aϕ, bϕ] (indexed by the
chart ϕ in the atlas) s.t. Im(ϕX ∣[aϕ,bϕ]) ⊆ Range(ϕ), and that for each pair of intervals [aϕ, bϕ], [aψ, bψ]
(ψ ○ϕ−1)∗ϕX = ψX ∈ C pω([aϕ, bϕ] ∩ [aψ, bψ],Rm). (79)
The trace of X is the path t ↦ Xt ∶= ϕ−1(ϕXt) ∈ M whenever t ∈ [aϕ, bϕ] (independently of ϕ), X ∈Cp([0, T ],M).
It makes sense to allow the mappings ϕ↦ ϕX and ϕ↦ [aϕ, bϕ] to be multi-valued, so that the same
chart can be used multiple times (e.g. if the trace X goes back and forth between charts). The definition
only depends on the smooth structure of M (i.e. an equivalence class of atlases), since a rough path
according to a particular atlas is uniquely extended to the maximal atlas for the smooth structure by
reading as a definition of the right hand side. Also note that the definition is already fixed once we
have ϕX ∣[aϕ,bϕ] on a set of intervals, one for each chart, s.t. ⋃ϕ(aϕ, bϕ) = (0, T ): if the atlas if finite we
call this a finite representation of X. The following example shows how our theory applies to the case
of Stratonovich calculus of manifold-valued semimartingales.
Example 3.2 (Stratonovich rough path). Let X be an M -valued continuous semimartingale, i.e. f(X)
is a real-valued semimartingale for all f ∈ C∞(M). Since semimartingales are a.s. bounded p-variation
for any p > 2 we only need to define a rough path above X up to level 2: we then define its Stratonovich
rough path in coordinates by
X
αβ




su ○ dXβu (80)
where the integral is intended in the Stratonovich sense. This is well-known to a.s. define a rough path
in the linear setting, but since the above coordinate expression is taken accoding to a chart, we need the
following lemma to establish that it defines a (stochastic) rough path in the sense of .
Lemma 3.3. Let X be an Rm-valued continuous semimartingale, f ∈ C∞(Rm,Rn) and X be defined as
in . Then
(f∗X)ijst = ∫ t
s
f
i(X) ○ df j(X). (81)
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Proof. Using that, in the linear setting, Stratonovich integrals a.s. coincide with rough integrals against




i(X) ○ df j(X) = ∫ t
s
f







≈ f i∂γf j(Xs)Xγst + (∂αf i∂βf j + f i∂αβf j)(Xs)Xαβst





i(X)sudf j(Xu) = ∫ t
s
f
i(X)df j(X) − f i(Xs)f j(X)st ≈ ∂αf i∂βf j(Xs)Xαβst
concluding the proof.
We can define a path valued in a fixed vector space V and controlled by a manifold-valued rough
path as follows:
Definition 3.4. Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ],M). We define an V -valued X-controlled path H ∈ DX(V ) to be a
collection ϕH ∈ DϕX(V ) with ϕ,aϕ, bϕ as in and
ϕ
H ∗ (ϕ ○ψ−1)(ψX) = ψH.
As for rough path, this only depends on the smooth structure of M . If we wish to define a controlled
integrand, the trace of H must lie in the bundle L(TM,W ) for some vector space W , “above” X: for
this we need a separate definition:
Definition 3.5 (Controlled integrand). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ],M). We define an W -valued X-controlled
integrand H ∈ DX(L(TM,W )) to be a collection ϕH ∈ DϕX(L(Rm,W )) with ϕ,aϕ, bϕ as in
and (ϕ ○ψ−1)∗ϕH = ψH. (82)
The trace of H is the path H ∶= ϕH ○TXϕ, which is valued in the fibre of X of the bundle L(TM,W ) (if
W = Re then this bundle is (T ∗M)e.
We can now define rough integration on manifolds.
Definition 3.6 (Rough integral on manifolds). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ],M) and H ∈ DX(L(TM,W )). We








HdϕX ∈ Cpω([0, T ],W ) (83)
where we are summing over a finite partition of [0, ⋅] whose intervals [sϕ, tϕ] are indexed by charts ϕ
with the property that each X[sϕ,tϕ] is contained in the domain of ϕ.
This definition does not depend on the subdivision (since the integral taken w.r.t. two different
subdivisions coincides with that take w.r.t. to their common refinement) and does not depend on the















We proceed to the topic of RDEs on manifolds: following the approach of [ ], and for maximum
generality, we will consider both the driving rough path and the solution to be manifold-valued; for this
purpose we let N be an n-dimensional manifold.
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Definition 3.7 (RDEs on manifolds). Let X ∈ C pω([0, T ],M) and F a section of the vector bundleL(TM,TN) (i.e. the vector bundle over N ×M with fibres L(TM,TN)y,x ∶= L(TxM,TyN)). We will
say that Y ∈ C pω([0, T ],M) is a solution to the RDE
dY = F (Y,X)dX, Y0 = y0 (84)
if for all charts ϕ and ψ on M and N respectively we have Y0 = y0 and on all intervals [s, t] s.t. X[s,t] is
contained in the domain of ϕ and Y[s,t] is contained in the domain of ψ
dψY = F (ψY,ϕX)d(ϕX) on [s, t]
in the sense of , with initial condition ψYs.
This does not depend on the chart: given other chats ϕ, ψ we have
d(ϕX
ψY
) = d((ϕ ○ϕ−1)∗ϕX(ψ ○ψ−1)∗ψY ) = (
✶
F (ψY,ϕX))d(ϕX)
by applied to the change of variable (ϕ○ϕ−1, ψ○ψ−1). Local existence can be inferred from
, which in particular implies global existence if M is compact. More general conditions
that guarantee global existence can be found in [ , ].
We end with a few brief remarks which link the topic of this paper to the existing literature, without
elaborating on the details.
Remark 3.8 (Stratonovich calculus). We can further expand on to include the following: if
H is a L(TM,W )-valued semimartingale above the M -valued semimartingale X (i.e. Ht ∈ L(TXtM,W ))
the Stratonovich integral ∫ HdX coincides a.s. with the rough integral ∫ HdX against the Stratonovich
rough path X for any choice of H with trace H, and the solution to the Stratonovich differential equation
dY = F (Y,X)dX coincides a.s. with the RDE .
Remark 3.9 (The extrinsic viewpoint). In [ ] the topic of manifold-valued theory of rough paths,
rough integration (specifically of 1-forms) and RDEs was treated from the extrinsic point of view. Here
X ∈ C pω([0, T ],Rd) is defined in [ , Definition 3.17] to be constrained to a smoothly embedded
manifold M if its trace is M -valued and for all 1-forms F ∈ ΓL(TRd,W ) (Γ denoting the space of
sections)
∀x ∈M F (x)∣TxM = 0 ⇒ ∫ F (X)dX = 0 ∈ C pω([0, T ],W ). (85)
In [ , Corollary 3.32, Proposition 3.35] this is shown to be equivalent to the trace X being M -
valued and (I ⊗Q(Xs))X2st ≈ 0, or equivalently to (P (Xs)⊗ P (Xs))X2st ≈X2st, where for x ∈M P (x)
is the orthogonal projection TxR
d ↠ TxM and Q ∶= ✶ − P . Moreover, one may replace X2st with its
antisymmetric part (∧X2)st in these identities (because ⊙X2 is already fixed by the trace).
This approach carries over to the case of higher p considered here. If X ∈ C pω([0, T ],Rd) we may say
that it is constrained to the smoothly embedded manifold M if π∗X = X, where π is the Riemannian
projection of a tubular neighbourhood U of M onto M (i.e. it maps a point in U to the unique point
on M closest to it - this is well-defined and smooth on a thin enough tubular neighbourhood). This
extends the definition of [ ] since Dxπ = P (x). In order to generalise the equivalent condition(I ⊗ Q(Xs))(∧X)st we can take the log of our original condition, i.e. logπ∗X = logX: this has the
advantage of eliminating all the redundancies of the former (as explained in [ , p.767]), and its
precise coordinate expression can be derived by using [ , Definition 7.20], but at higher orders
cannot be described in terms of antisymmetric tensors. The Chen-Strichartz formula [ , Theorem
1.1], however, expresses logX as a Lie polynomial; the task of expressing it in a basis of the Lie algebra
is more complex still [ ].
Care must be taken when defining the rough integral of a controlled integrand, since it is no longer
the case that for an X-controlled integrand H, ∫ HdX (defined in the ordinary sense, where X is
considered an element of C pω([0, T ],Rd)) does not always only depend on the trace H of X restricted to
TM , although this is indeed the case when H is given by a 1-form: this is because if F ∈ ΓL(TRd,W ) (Γ
denoting the space of sections) vanishes on TM (i.e. F (x)P (x) = 0 for x ∈M) by we have
∫ F (X)dX = ∫ F (X)dπ∗X = ∫ π∗F (X)dX = 0
since π∗F (X) = (F (X) ∗ π(X)) ⋅Dπ(X) = F (X) ⋅ P (X) = F (⋅)P (⋅)(X) = 0 (86)
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where we have used . This then implies that if F,G ∈ ΓL(TRd,W ) restrict to the same el-
ement of ΓL(TM,W ) then ∫ F (X)dX = ∫ G(X)dX. Similarly, we have that if H,K ∈ DX(L(TM,W ))
are such that π∗H = π∗K then ∫ HdX = ∫ KdX, but this involves conditions on all levels of H, not just
the trace (for a simple counterexample where this identity fails when only assuming HP (X) = KP (X)
see [ , Example 4.3]).
Finally, the original definition of constrained rough path given by integration also carries over
to higher p. The fact that this is implied by π∗X =X was shown in . For the converse, we rewrite
the identity as (✶ − π)∗X = 0: the trace level is implied by the fact that X is M -valued, and at orders≥ 1 the identity ∫ Q(X)dX = (✶ − π)∗X is straightforward to check.
Remark 3.10 (Parallel transport and Cartan development). If M has a connection ∇ (with Christoffel
symbols Γ), given X ∈ C pω([0, T ],M) we can define parallel transport of vectors above its trace X as
the solution to the RDE driven by X, valued in TM , defined by the horizontal lift based at X: in local
coordinates the parallel frame path t↦ At ∈ TXtM satisfies
dAγ = −Γγαβ(X)AβdXα. (87)
The Cartan development Y of a Z ∈ C pω([0, T ], ToM) (with o ∈M a fixed basepoint) can be viewed as the
projection onto M of an FM -valued RDE driven by Z, defined the fundamental horizontal vector fields
(the full solution additionally consists of a parallel frame above the developed path): in local coordinates
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
dY k = AkγdZγ
dAkγ = −Γkij(Y )AiαAjγdZα . (88)
Here we have emphasised how development actually defines a (possibly explosive) M -valued rough path
Y , and not just its trace.
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